Security Today 2023 New Product of the Year Award Winners Announced

DALLAS, September 6, 2023 - Security Today magazine, the leading industry media brand providing technology, education and solutions for security professionals, and securitytoday.com, the preeminent editorial website for the security industry, have announced the winners of the Security Today 2023 New Product of the Year Award.

The Security Today New Product of the Year Award honors the outstanding product development achievements of security equipment manufacturers whose products are considered to be particularly noteworthy in their ability to improve security. In the 15th successful year of the independently juried contest, winners were honored in 43 product award categories.

“In the realm of security, innovation is essential. When judging new security products, remember that they should not just meet today’s challenges but also anticipate the threats of tomorrow,” said Ralph C. Jensen, publisher of Security Today magazine. “By taking a proactive and holistic approach to security products and technology, you can better anticipate and adapt to ongoing physical security needs in commercial and industrial settings, ensuring the safety of your assets, employees and operations. We are pleased to recognize so many outstanding new security products that are addressing these concerns.”

The 2023 winners are:

Access Control Devices/Peripherals
Platinum: CyberLock, Inc., CyberKey Go
Gold: Camden Door Controls, CX-EPD1289L Surface Mount RIM Strike with Preload HED
Gold: HES 9200 Surface Mount Double Door Electric Strike for use with Tubular Exit Devices

Access Control Devices/Peripherals – Wireless
Platinum: CyberLock, Inc., CyberLock Blue Padlock

Access Control Software/Controllers
Platinum: Aiphone, AC Series
Gold: Gallagher Security, Controller 7000 Single Door

Application Security
Platinum: Data Theorem, API Protect

Artificial Intelligence
Platinum: OnSolve, Risk Insights
Gold: HiddenLayer, HiddenLayer MLDR (Machine Learning Detect & Response)

Autonomous Response Surveillance
Platinum: PureTech Systems, PureActiv AI-Boosted Video Analytics
Cameras – Multi-Sensor Megapixel
Platinum: i-PRO, i-PRO Multi-directional + PTZ

Cameras – NDAA-Compliant
Platinum: Verkada, CM42 Mini Dome

Cameras – PTZ
Platinum: i-PRO, i-PRO Rapid PTZ Camera

Cloud Solutions and Services
Platinum: Arcules, Arcules Cameras to Cloud Solution
Gold: ProdataKey (PDK), PDK.io

Convergence & Integrated Software and Solutions
Platinum: Everbridge, Everbridge Control Center 5.57
Gold: Splashtop, Splashtop Secure Workspace

Cybersecurity Co-Pilot
Platinum: StrikeReady, StrikeReady CARA

Data Governance
Platinum: Dasera, Dasera

DIY Security

Emergency Communication Systems
Platinum: IPVideo Corporation, Sentry ERS
Gold: Shooter Detection Systems, SDS Indoor Gunshot Detection System

Fire & Life Safety
Platinum: ASSA ABLOY, Next Gen Exit Device
Gold: Clopay Corporation, CrossingGard with ThreatProtect

Internet of Things
Platinum: Essence Security, Umbrella Mobile Safety Device

Locks/Safes/Hardware
Platinum: ASSA ABLOY, Next Gen Exit Device

Monitoring Solutions
Platinum: Fortem Technologies, SkyDome Man-Portable Counter-UAS System
Gold: PureTech Systems, PurifAI

Network Security
Platinum: Versa Networks, Zero Trust Everywhere
Gold: HYAS Infosec Inc., HYAS Protect At Home

Outdoor Perimeter Protection
Platinum: PureTech Systems, PureActiv AI-Boosted Video Analytics

Pentesting
Platinum: Horizon3.ai, NodeZero
Professional Services  
Platinum: AMAG Technology, AMAG Technology Professional Services

Quantum Cybersecurity  
Platinum: QuSecure, QuEverywhere  
Gold: SandboxAQ, Security Suite

Risk Management Software  
Platinum: RiskOptics, RiskOptics ROAR Platform

Security and Risk Intelligence  
Platinum: OnSolve, Risk Insights  
Gold: Seerist, Seerist

Security Intercom and Communication Systems  
Platinum: IPVideo Corporation, Sentry ERS

SOC Automation Suite  
Platinum: PureTech Systems, PurifAI

Supply Chain Security  
Platinum: Data Theorem, Supply Chain Secure

Threat Intelligence  
Platinum: Intellicene, Symphia 8.0  
Gold: Cybersixgill, Cybersixgill IQ

Two-Way Radios  
Platinum: Rajant Corporation, Rajant Kinetic Mesh BreadCrumb – Sparrow

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (Drones)  
Platinum: D-Fend Solutions, EnforceAir2

User Authentication/Identification/Credentialing and Management  
Platinum: HID Global, HID Seos Bamboo Eco Credential

Video Analytics  
Platinum: PureTech Systems, PureActiv AI-Boosted Video Analytics

Video Intercoms  
Platinum: Verkada, Verkada Intercom

Video Management Systems  
Platinum: Salient Systems, CompleteView v7.3  
Gold: Edge360, Surveill VMS

Video Surveillance Advanced Imaging Technologies  
Platinum: IDIS America, IDIS AI Box for Surveillance (DV-1304-A)  
Gold: Theia Technologies, LLC, Calibrated Motorized Lenses for Remote Image Optimization

Video Surveillance Cameras – AI  
Platinum: Bosch, DINION 7100i IR Cameras  
Gold: IDIS America, IDIS Edge AI 5MP Camera Range
**Video Surveillance Cameras – IP**
Platinum: Axis Communications, Inc., AXIS Q1656-DLE Radar-Video Fusion Camera

**Video Surveillance Data Storage**
Platinum: Hanwha Vision America, Hanwha Vision SolidEDGE Camera
Gold: Quantum, Unified Surveillance Platform 5.0 (USP 5.0)

**Video Surveillance Hardware & Accessories**
Platinum: Antaira Technologies, LMP-C602G-SFP-bt-T-V2
Gold: IDIS America, IDIS AI Box for Surveillance (DV-1304-A)

**Visitor Management**
Platinum: Singlewire Software, Visitor Aware from Singlewire Software

**Weapons Detection**
Platinum: Shooter Detection Systems, SDS Indoor Gunshot Detection System

“It is critical for manufacturers and end users to conduct regular risk assessments and keep up with industry news and trends,” Jensen continued. “Creating successful security innovations means engaging security professionals, sharing security concerns and requesting input on threat assessments and prevention strategies, as well as keeping an eye on the latest technologies, such as access control systems, surveillance cameras, biometrics and artificial intelligence. While the list of emerging products is seemingly endless, periodic review and update of security policies and procedures can help your organization adapt to changing circumstances.”

2023 winners will receive awards for their recognized products. They will also be featured on the security industry leading website, securitytoday.com, and will be highlighted in the November/December 2023 issue of Security Today magazine. Entrants will be included in the September/October 2023 issue of Security Today magazine. Print and digital editions of the magazine are distributed to an audience of more than 37,000* subscribers five times a year, and the website is visited by thousands of security professionals every week.

Information about the 2024 Security Today New Product of the Year awards will be available at securitytoday.com in the spring of 2024.
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